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About Us

Poly film is a highly elastic, strong, lightweight polyethene product which is widely used in 

several areas, from plastic shipping envelopes to fertilizer bags, to mulch film and food 

wrapping. The poly film provides a durable as well as a cost-effective way to shield and 

transit products. Established in the year 2004, we, Vasu Polymers (India) Pvt. Ltd., are a 

highly acclaimed Manufacturer and Supplier of premium quality Stretch Films, Stretch Film 

Rolls, Stretch Film Wrap. These can be easily availed by patrons at extremely reasonable 

market price points in diverse specifications of thickness, length and size. Offered films are 

fabricated in compliance with industrial guidelines of quality by using plastic materials of 

the premium grade at our technologically advanced infrastructure facility.All our packaging 

films are largely used for wrapping purposes and are highly demanded by the packaging 

industry for their unmatched attributes such as odour free nature, impressive finishing and 

moisture repellent properties.Moreover, severe quality tests are carried out by expert 

auditors in order to make sure that clients get flawless products from us consistently.

Sound Warehouse & Packaging Unit

We have a well-developed warehousing unit that facilitates us to stockpile our range of 

Stretch Films in required quantity. This unit is parted into several sub-divisions, which 

enable us to arrange our products in a systematic manner. We also maintain an adequate 

temperature in the warehouse, so that our films remain protected from extreme heat. In 

addition to this, we have deployed experienced supervisors, who keep a proper track record 

of all incoming as well as outgoing stock to evade any inventory loss.

Furthermore, wrapping is considered as a significant activity before the shipment of 

consignments and we use supreme quality wrapping material so that all our packaging 

films are not subjected to any sort of harm/ damage during transit. All types of wrapping 

work are done by our expert workers, who hold enormous experience in their respective 

field.

Raw Material

The raw material we procure is tested on necessary parameters so that the end product 

should be flawless. We are thankful to the associates who supplies high-grade raw inputs 

to us because this helps us to make a durable array of quality assured products, thereby 

making the customers happy.



Our Prodcuts

Colored Stretch Film Blue Stretch Film

PE Stretch Film Black stretch film

Polyethylene Stretch Film Green Stretch Film



Transparent Stretch Film Stretch Poly Film

Packaging Wrap Film Stretch Wrapping Films

Colored Stretch Wrap PE Lamination Film



Contact Us

A - 294, DSIIDC, Industrial Area, 
Narela, Delhi - 110040, India  vasupolymers635@gmail.com 
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